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BackgroundBackground

•
 

Bunun, Austronesian, Taiwan
•

 
Takivatan dialect

•
 

< 1800 speakers (De Busser 2009)

•
 

Corpus analysis
•

 
Language description in a functional-

 typological framework





Domain of researchDomain of research

“Mono-lexemic peripheral 
expressions of temporal location”

•
 

Single-word expressions
•

 
Temporal locative meaning

•
 

Peripheral position



Domain of researchDomain of research

•
 

Defining a functional domain for cross-
 linguistic comparison (cf. Haspelmath

 
2010’s 

Comparative Concepts)



Bunun temporal expressionsBunun temporal expressions

•
 

The four most common monolexemic
 expressions of temporal location 

(De Busser, under revision)

–
 

tudip / dip ‘then, at that time’
–

 
qabas ‘in former times’

–
 

laupa / laupaku / laupadau ‘now’
–

 
haip ‘today’



Bunun temporal expressionsBunun temporal expressions

•
 

Clause-initial position: auxiliary-like 
behaviour
–

 
Complementizer and TAM marking 
(sometimes)



Bunun temporal expressionsBunun temporal expressions

•
 

Clause-initial position: auxiliary-like 
behaviour
–

 
Other verbal morphology (sometimes)



Bunun temporal expressionsBunun temporal expressions

•
 

Clause-initial position: auxiliary-like 
behaviour
–

 
Attracts the topical pronoun (sometimes)



Bunun temporal expressionsBunun temporal expressions

•
 

Immediate pre-verbal positions: 
grammatically invariant



Bunun temporal expressionsBunun temporal expressions

•
 

Post-verbal positions (only qabas and 
laupa): grammatically invariant



Bunun temporal expressionsBunun temporal expressions

•
 

Clause-final position: noun-like 
properties?
–

 
In complementary distribution with NPs

–
 

Definiteness marking (also possible on verbs)



Intermediate overviewIntermediate overview

Position Commonality Behaviour

Clause-initial widespread verbal

Pre-verbal intermediate invariant

Post-verbal uncommon invariant

Clause-final widespread noun-like



Intermediate overviewIntermediate overview

•
 

Correlation between location in the 
clause and grammatical behaviour
–

 
Temporal words can be verb-like, noun-

 like entities, or invariant
–

 
This is strongly correlated to their position



Intermediate overviewIntermediate overview

•
 

Time adverbials are typically thought 
of as peripheral elements. However, in 
Bunun, they function in certain contexts 
as part of the verb phrase



Other Formosan languagesOther Formosan languages

•
 

Contrastive examples from Paiwan



CrossCross--linguistic comparisonlinguistic comparison

•
 

How are functionally similar concepts 
realised

 
in other languages?

–
 

Single-word expressions
–

 
Expressions of temporal location

–
 

Peripheral positions

•
 

How do position and grammatical behaviour
 vary relative to each other?



EnglishEnglish

•
 

Position is variable, grammatical 
behaviour

 
is constant



MandarinMandarin

•
 

Position variable but restricted, 
grammatical behaviour

 
constant

–
 

Two positions (+ extraction, 
nominalization, etc.)

–
 

“Moveable adverbs”
 (Li & Thompson 1997:320–321)



MandarinMandarin



AhomAhom  (Tai)(Tai)

•
 

Position is variable, appears to be 
correlated to / restricted by specific 
constructions



AhomAhom  (Tai)(Tai)



CrossCross--linguistic comparisonlinguistic comparison

Grammatical behaviour

Variable Constant

Position
Variable Bunun English
Restricted (Ahom?) Mandarin
Constant ? ?



Why is this relevant?Why is this relevant?

•
 

Ubiquity
–

 
“There is no language without temporal 
adverbials”

 
(Klein 1994:143)

•
 

Overlooked, because perceived irrelevant
–

 
“Since they are essentially indivisible lexical 
items, they largely fall outside the scope of 
grammatical typology.”

 
(Haspelmath

 
1997:7)

•
 

“Peripheral”



Why is this relevant?Why is this relevant?

Time ‘adverbials’


Functional domain of temporal 

expressions



Why is this relevant?Why is this relevant?

•
 

Not necessarily ‘peripheral’
 

in the 
traditional sense

•
 

Not necessarily grammatically inert
•

 
Considerably cross-linguistic variation

•
 

Expression of time is important to most 
cultures



Further researchFurther research

•
 

More in-depth research on other 
expressions of time, place and manner 
in Bunun

•
 

Survey of ‘adverbial’
 

elements in other 
languages
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